LANE COVE RIVER METROGAINE CONTROL LOCA TION LIST
 
	No 	LOCATION/CLUE 

	10 	The jetty. A map of what is on TUTA's plaque? 
	11 	A fence above a culvert. Brand of padlock on the gate? 
	12 	A rockledge. Draw the survey mark with the blue centre 
	13 	A playground. Colour of the bench? 
	14 	deleted
	15 	A Playground. How many tyres? 
	16 	Under the bridge. How many piles in the river? 
	17 	On a bridge south of the track junction. Draw the logo of the manufacturer. 
	20 	A reserve. Number of chains supporting the swing? 
	21 	A small causeway bridge. How many planks? 
	22 	A sign. How far to Blackman park? 
	 23 	The West Track Junction. Signposted to Elizabeth, Epping and ???? Streets? 
	24 	13 metres north of the bridge how many pipes to be seen? (360 degrees but ignore drains)? 
	25 	End of the walkway. What colour is the arrow on the rock? 
	26 	The clearing. What 'person-made' (manufactured) objects stand at the SE side? 
	27 	Kitty's creek. The wider of the two bridges has railings made of what material? 
	28 	Porters bridge. 35 metres north a sign says the bridge was built using what? 
	29 	A Playground. Mainly painted yellow, blue and ?????? 
	30 	The riverbank opposite the point. How many navigational markers can be seen? 
	31 	A sign - Saltmarsh Suprise! What instrument might the frog play? 
	32 	The year of Hunters Hillts Town Hall? 
	33 	Below the bridge. How many arches? 
	34 	The west track/road junction. Who was the track benefactor? 
	35 	Opposite the park. Name of Kindergarten? 
	36 	The road track junction. What can you say about the reflectors on the gate? 
	37 	College gates. Crest includes what latin inscription? 
	38 	The oval. How many light towers? 
	39 	West side of the Park. What sort of dogs are behind the metal gate? 
	40 	The street end. New name of a certain guidance council? 
	41 	The foot bridge. Built in what'year by DMR.? 
	42 	The bridge. Drivers report to ????? Office? 
	43 	A viadut;!. What design is on the centre pane! of the arch? 
	44 	The gully/track junction. Old sign on power pole - what animal prohibited besides horses? 
	45 	An old barn. What should you do here? 
	46 	On the E footpath in the middle the bridge. Year of opening of the original bridge? 
	47 	A ticket booth on the road. Name of security company? 
	48 	A clearing on the river bend - south bank. Two trees - which one has more branches? 
	49 	A steel musical sculpture. What shape is the base. 
	50 	The track junction. Number of times the letter "E" appears on the signs? 
	51 	70 metres east of a pool near the jetty what natural feature does the track go round? 
	52 	The end of the track. What does the sign explain about? 
	53 	A bench in Blue Gum Park. How many people does it seat? 
	54 	Below the waterfall, what shape is the pool? 
	55 	The track junction. What is signposted for Great North Walkers? 
	56 	End of the track. A sign talks about what? 
	57 	deleted
	58 	Fairyland - once a Tea Gardens and Park - only evidence two ???? trees 30m apart 
	60 	From the bridge-approx bearing of middle TV mast? N.B. Hold compass away from steel 
	61 	10m S of the gully. Merry-go-round runs well but out of balance in what direction? 
	62 	Field of Mars Visitor Centre is named after whom? 
	63 	The building. Which corporation introduced a bit of style to corporate architecture? 
	64 	The shelter. What balls aren't you allowed to play with? 
	70 	Under an overhang on the river bend. What is there to help you round and how many? 
	71 	At the north end of the park what sport might you practice? 
	80 	The track/creek junction. Besides a waterfall what other natural feature? 
	81 	The bridge. How many steps on the south side? 
	90 	A manhole cover (B9). Who and Jerry? 
	91 	The track/creek junction. On a rock who came from Paddington? 
	100 	A plaque at the road end. Who used Fiddens Wharf besides convicts? 

